
 

Biography  

Mohammad Sanajleh the pioneer of Arabic Digital Literature  

The First Arabic writer who wrote digital literature (first novel 2001, first poem 2005, first short story 2006) 

, his first digital novel “Shadows of the one” published in 2001 in  free internet site: 
http://www.sanajlehshadows.8k.com/ followed by his 2

nd
 novel “Chat” in 2005 and  3

rd
 “Saqee3” (Short 

Story)  in 2006. 

All of his digital novels, Poems and short stories published in Arab union for internet writers web site: 

http://www.arab-ewriters.com/ 

You can download Chat & Saqee3 from this link: 

http://www.mediafire.com/download/5vzqbac75n6d7c5/chat%26saqee3.zip 

His Poem “Wojood”  was The first digital  Poem in Arabic Literature and published as a part of his novel 

Chat in 2005. 

Mohammad Sanajleh invent a special theory for digital literature called “Digital Realism Theory” and he 

was the first in the world who used this term. 

In 2005 Mohammad and other Arabic writers create The Arab Union for Internet Writers (AUIW) to 

organize and unit the Arabic efforts in Digital Age. 

Mohammad Elected as   a chairman of AUIW in 2005. The union was very active from 2005-2009 but 

because of the lack of sponsorships and understanding the union go down but there is plans to reactivate 

it in the near future. 

Future of Digital literature 

The world changed, the human being inter new era of his history (The Digital age)..the virtual human 

being born, this new Human need special kind of writing to express his existence, different totally from the 

old kinds of writing, new novel or new writing not necessary novel or poem, new ways and new paths to 

express his new life, feelings, fears, hopes, love, sex, relationships… so I think the future is for new ways 

of writing that is different totally from the old ways, not novel, no poem or stories or cinema…something 

totally new and maybe compined all of that in one new way of saying. 

I tried to something like that in Chat and Saqee3 but  I am not sure…let’s try more  
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